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COLLECTION
SIMPLY GENIUS



Reduces the perceived sound by 25%. 
This aspiration guarantees optimised 
effectiveness.

Function which activates maximum 
aspiration for 6 minutes to meet special 
cooking needs.

Faber hoods with electronic commands 
come with remote controls, which are 
particularly useful for people with reduced 
mobility.

Double boost and 5 suction speeds 
operated by touch slider controls.

Energy Diffuser: it reduces noise up to 
3dB(A) and highers hood efficiency by 30% 
even in the presence of long air outlet.

The Evo diffuser has an optimised 
geometry that results in excellent energy 
efficiency, reduced power consumption 
and noise level.

The ability to install the motor away 
from the hood frees it from architectural 
constraints and reduces noise in the 
kitchen.

85% power consumption (kW/h) at 
medium-low speeds that are most often 
used. It is the most silent motor on the 
market.

This technology offers pleasant natural 
lighting and faithfully reproduces the colour 
of the illuminated items at just 2W.

Filter saturation alarm: warns you when 
it is time to clean the anti-grease filter or 
substitute the anti-odour filter.

A high performance filter that reduces 
extraction by 15% and lasts twice as long as 
standard filters.

OPTIONAL HIGH 
PERFORMANCE 

FILTER

Allows the hood to be switched on for 24 
hours a day for continuous air renewal with 
a level of noise that is imperceptible.

Allows automatic delayed switching off 
of the motor to complete elimination of 
residual odours.

The hood will turn on at the most 
suitable speed automatically, adapting 
the extraction capacity to the maximum 
cooking level.

AUTOMATIC 
FUNCTION

TIMER

Waterproof motor technology, which 
guarantees normal functioning and complete 
safety even if large quantities of liquid are 
spilled on the hob.

Bridge Zones  allow you to adjust the 
size of your cooking zone to suit your 
requirements.

BRIDGE
ZONE

SPACE SAVING

The motors compact design also means 
that it is the only product in its class that 
leaves enough free space for a drawer to 
be fitted beneath.

advanced technology

Galileo has a min-max timer function to 
allow for perfect cooking performance.

The hood and hob form a superbly 
efficient duo, characterised by attention 
to detail and amazing performance. 
Touch slider controls are complemented 
by maximum power, total safety and 
silence.



A I R  M A T T E R S

For most people, air is something intangible, an ethereal free 
spirit. But at FABER, we know how to weigh it, measure it, 
work with it and shape it just like a solid material. After all, 
we’ve been working with air for over 60 years. Our innovative 
technology improves the quality of air and with it the quality 
of life, giving you a greater sense of well-being and bringing 
comfort and harmony into your home. 
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GALILEO
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The hood and hob form a superbly 
efficient duo, characterised by attention 
to detail and amazing performance. Touch 
slider controls are complemented by 
maximum power, total safety and silence.

SIMPLY GENIUS
The Galileo hood, named after a true 
Italian genius, is a jewel of technology in 
energy efficiency class A+++, and the top 
of Faber’s induction range.
Invisible but extremely functional, Galileo is 
a perfect combination of hood and hob in 
a single, worktop-height package.

Galileo stands out for its waterproof motor 
technology, which guarantees normal 
functioning and complete safety even if large 
quantities of liquid are spilled on the hob.

CAST IRON GRID FLUSH FIT

Double boost 
and 5 suction 
speeds.
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GALILEO CAN FIT
IN 60 CM

DEEP WORKTOP

AUTOMATIC FUNCTION
The hood will turn on at 
the most suitable speed 
automatically, adapting 
the extraction capacity 
to the maximum cooking 
level.

To deactivate this function 
simply press the key A, 
later it can be started 
up again by pressing the 
same control and the LED 
“A” will light up.

Only
60 cm.

AUTOMATIC 
FUNCTION
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hood FeatUReS
FiniSh

Black glass/Cast iron grid

contRolS

Touch slider

gReaSe FilteR

Dishwasher safe filters

Ø oF aiR oUtlet

220x90 mm

eneRgy claSS

A+++

acceSSoRieS

Charcoal filter FO1CF14

hood PeRFoRMance

SPeed  MAX INT BOOST

aiR caPacity iec Point 470 590 700

PReSSURe   350 590 800

inPUt        65 110 145

noiSe level       66 73 76

hoB FeatUReS
FiniSh

Black glass

PRodUct diMenSionS lxw (MM)
830x520

ReceSS diMenSionS lxw (MM)
802x492

indUction zone

4
2100-3700 W single
4200-7400 W bridged

contRolS

Touch slider

PoweR (w)
7400

voltage (v)
220-240

FReqUency (hz)
50/60

indUction hoB FUnctionS

BRidge zoneS    2
                                     
PoweR SettingS (StageS)   9   
      
tiMeR Min-Max             1-59 min. 

BooSteR (P)     Yes 
 
aUto Switch oFF    Yes

oveR teMPeRatURe PRotection  Yes

voltage aBnoRMality PRotection           Yes

containeR detection SySteM  Yes

aUtoMatic ShUtdown PRotection           Yes

PoweR on indicatoR   Yes

childlock     Yes

AUTOMATIC 
FUNCTION

BOOSTERBOOSTER TIMERSPACE SAVING
BRIDGE
ZONE

GALILEO - FAGO83BG
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Rear ducting version installation Lateral ducting version installation Front recycling version installation

FLUSH FIT INSTALLATION                                                                                                                              

492
+1

522
+1

832+1

802+1

R11+1

5+
1

STANDARD INSTALLATION

802+1

492
+1

GALILEO - FAGO83BG

inStallation oPtionS

technical dRawing

19.319.3

520
830

167

41
0
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94227

481.4

455555 345 137.5

94 468.5
562.5

87



65/2014

ABCDEFG

XYZ  
kWh/annum

ABCDEFG ABCDEFG YZdB

FABER

ENERGY LABEL FOR CLEARER 
SAVINGS.

Energy Efficiency Class: hoods 
with the highest ratings (A++, A+, 
A) consume less and are more 
respectful of the environment 
(green colour).

Annual Electricity Consumption: 
calculated for standard hood 
functioning times (60 minutes of 
suction and 120 minutes of lighting 
a day). 

Fluid-dynamic efficiency: reveals 
the quality and power of the hood: 
efficiency rises as suction power 
increases or energy consumption 
decreases.

Lighting efficiency: this indicates 
how much light the hood produces 
for the energy it consumes; for the 
same lighting power, more light-
efficient hoods consume less. 

Filter efficiency: indicates the 
filter’s capacity to capture grease. 

Noise level: measured in dB at the 
hood’s maximum fan speed (not 
boost).   
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FABULA PLUS
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FeatUReS

FiniSh

Glass / Stainless Steel

contRolS

EVO touch controls

lighting

LED light

gReaSe FilteR  
Dishwasher safe filters

Ø oF aiR oUtlet

150 / 120 mm

width

900 mm

eneRgy claSS

a

acceSSoRieS

F01cF09 
Charcoal filter
F05RC1 
Remote control
F01CF13
Special filter ensures 
humidity does not 
remain in the cabinet

exteRnal MotoR oPtion

***thiS PRodUct iS alSo availaBle to oRdeR with an exteRnal MotoR oPtion

900 mm - External motor option - FAFA90BGEM

Fabula Plus 900 mm - FAFA90BG

OPTIONAL HIGH 
PERFORMANCE 

FILTER CONTROL

OPTIONAL

 REMOTE

PeRFoRManceS

SPeed  1 2 3 4 int

aiR caPacity iec Point 160 290 350 439 700

PReSSURe   100 390 460 540 560

inPUt        55 120 155 210 270

noiSe level       40 53 54 60 70
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Flanagan Fittings
Falcon House
Dublin Airport Logistics Park
St. Margarets
Co. Dublin 
K67 F303
Ireland.

Telephone

+353 (0)1 844 8400

Fax

+353 (0)1 844 8009

E-mail

sales@fff.ie

Web

www.fff.ie

FlanaganFittings

@flanaganfits

FlanaganFittings

FlanaganFittings


